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INTRODUCTION 
 

Dear 1st year student! 
 

We welcome your choice of future profession and wish you great achievements in 

educational activities. You will study at the university the basis of professional activity and acquire 

skills in the chosen academic program in accordance with the credit technology of education in the 

system of higher education in our republic. 

This guidebook will help you to get necessary information about the organization of 

academic process on the credit system of education, general requirements for students, their rights 

and obligations, the basic provisions of the system of monitoring and evaluation of students ' 

knowledge, research activities of student and educational activities at the university. 

Aktobe K. Zhubanov regional state university is one from the leading universities of 

Kazakhstan, graduates of which are known as highly qualified specialists. 

Aktobe K. Zhubanov regional state university is the successor of Aktobe state pedagogical 

institute, founded by the decree of the Central Committee of the Communist party of Kazakhstan 

and Council of Ministers of Kazakh SSR No. 261 dated 15 April 1966. 

At the very beginning, 250 full-time students, 100 part-time students majoring in physics 

and mathematics, Russian language and literature, Russian language and literature in Kazakh 

schoolwere educated at two faculties - physics and mathematics and philology. Lessons were taught 

by 23 teachers, among them 4 candidates of Sciences and associate professors. By the resolution of 

the Council of Ministers of the Kazakh SSR №72 dated February 23, 1990 Aktobe pedagogical 

institute was named after the first Professor-linguist Kudaibergen Kuanovich Zhubanov. 

By the decree of government of the Republic of Kazakhstan № 573 dated May 7, 1996 the 

institute was reorganized into Aktobe K. Zhubanov university. By the decree of government of the 

Republic of Kazakhstan №163 dated January 31, 2001. Aktobe K. Zhubanov university was 

granted the status of state 

In connection with withdrawal of Aktobe state pedagogical institute from the university, 

Aktobe K. Zhubanov state university was re-established by the decree of government of the 

Republic of Kazakhstan №128 on February 3, 2004. 

By the decree of government of the Republic of Kazakhstan №529 dated May 29, 2015 

Aktobe K. Zhubanov state university and Aktobe state pedagogical institute were reorganized by 

merging into Aktobe K. Zhubanov regional state university. 

Today, about ten thousand students, undergraduates and doctoral students study at the 

university. Graduates of the university will have a career prospects in large public institutions, 

industrial, construction, financial, transport enterprises and companies. From year to year, the 

interest in the university specialists from large native and international companies is growing. 
 
 
 

Good luck! 





1. GENERAL INFORMATION 
 

PHILOLOGICAL FACULTY 
 

 
 
 
 



Address: Aktobe, Grishin street 7А 

The faculty trains students on 5 bachelor degree and 1 master degree academic programs: 

Bachelor degree: 

5В011700-Kazakh language and 

literature;5В011800-Russian language 

and literature;

 5В012100- Kazakh language and literature in non-Kazakh language training 

schools; 5В012200- Russian language and literature in non-Russian language 

training schools; 5В020500-Philology.

Master degree: 6М020500-Philology. 

According to the results of the audit of non-profit external expert commission 
"Independent Agency of accreditation and rating", held in April 2014, all academic programs of 
the faculty successfully passed specialized accreditation for 5 years. 

Students of academic program 5B020500-Philology have the right to choose their 
individual trajectory, according to the following specialization: 

• Journalism; 
● Documentation in Chinese language. 

The faculty annually participates in the rating among the universities of the republic of 
Kazakhstan, conducted by the Independent Agency of accreditation and rating: 

● 5В011700-Kazakh language and literature – II place (2017); 
● 5В012200- Russian language and literature in non-Russian language training schools -II 

place (2017); 
● 5В020500-Philology: Kazakh Philology - IV place (2017). 

 
 

FACULTY OF PEDAGOGY 
 

Address: Aktobe, A.Moldagulova avenue,34 

The faculty trains students on 6 bachelor degree and 3 master degree academic programs: 

Bachelor degree: 

 5В010100-Pre-school education and training;

 5В010200- Pedagogy and methodic of primary 

education; 5В010300- Pedagogy and psychology;

 5В010500-Defectology;

 5B012300-Social pedagogy and self-

knowledge; 5В050300- Psychology.

Master degree: 6М010100- Pre-school education and training, 6М010300- Pedagogy and 

psychology, 6М050300- Psychology. 
According to the results of the audit of non-profit external expert commission 

"Independent Agency of accreditation and rating", held in 2013, such academic programs as 
5В010100-Pre-school education and training, 5В010200- Pedagogy and methodic of primary 
education, 5В010300- Pedagogy and psychology successfully passed specialized accreditation 
for 5 years. 

Students of academic program 5В010500- Defectology have the right to choose their 
individual trajectory, according to the following specialization: 

 Oligophrenopedagogics;







  Speech training (a program of multilingual education is 

realized);Trainer and Methodologist of special pre-school 

organizations.

All academic programs of the faculty annually participate in the rating among the 
universities of the republic of Kazakhstan, conducted by the Independent Agency of 
accreditation and rating: 
 5В010500- Defectology - V place (2017);
 5B012300- Social pedagogy and self-knowledge - IV place 
(2017); 5В050300 - Psychology – IІІ place (2017).

 
 

PROFESSIONAL-CREATIVE FACULTY 
 

Address: Aktobe, A.Moldagulova avenue,34 
The faculty trains students on 6 bachelor degree academic programs: 

Bachelor degree: 

 5В010600-Musical education;

 5В010700-Fine arts and drawing;

 5В010800-Physical education and 

sport; 5В012000-Professional training;

 5В040900- 

Choreography. 5В042100-

Design;

According to the results of the audit of non-profit external expert commission "Independent 

Agency of accreditation and rating", held in 2016, such academic programs as 5В010700-Fine arts 

and drawing, 5В010800-Physical education and sport, 5В012000-Professional training successfully 

passed specialized accreditation for 5 years. 
Students of academic program 5В042100-Design have the right to choose their individual 

trajectory, according to the following specialization: 

 Architectural 

design; graphic 

design;

 Fashion design.

All academic programs of the faculty annually participate in the rating among the 
universities of the republic of Kazakhstan, conducted by the Independent Agency of 
accreditation and rating. 

 
 

FACULTY OF HISTORY 

Address: Aktobe, Turgenev street, 100 А. 

The faculty trains students on 5 bachelor degree and 2 master degree academic programs: 

Bachelor degree: 

 5В011400-History;

 5В011600-Geography;

 5В012900-Geography-

history; 5В020300-History;

 5В050500-Region 

study; 5В050902-

Tourism.

Master degree: 6М011400- History, 6М020300- History. 



According to the results of the audit of non-profit external expert commission "Independent 
Agency of accreditation and rating", held in 2015, such academic programs as 5В011400-History, 
5В020300-History, and in 2016 such academic program as 5В011600-Geography successfully 
passed specialized accreditation for 5 years. 







 

All academic programs of the faculty annually participate in the rating among the 
universities of the republic of Kazakhstan, conducted by the Independent Agency of 
accreditation and rating. 

 5В011400-History – ІІІ place (2017);

 5В011600-Geography – ІІ place 

(2017); 5В020300-History – ІІІ place 

(2017).



FACULTY OF ECONOMICS AND LAW 
Address: Aktobe, Altynsarin street, 4 

The faculty trains students on 8 bachelor degree and 4 master degree academic programs: 

Bachelor degree: 

 5В030100- 

Jurisprudence; 5В050600-

Economics;

 5В050700-Management;

 5В050800- Accounting and 

auditing;5В050900-Finance;

 5В051000- State and local 

administration; 5В051100-Marketing;

Master degree: 6М050600- Economics, 6М050700- Management, 6М051000- State and 

local administration, 6М051100- Marketing. 

According to the results of the audit of non-profit external expert commission "Independent 

Agency of accreditation and rating", held in 2016, such academic programs as 5В050600-

Economics, 5В050800- Accounting and auditing, 5В050900-Finance, 5В051000- State and local 

administration successfully passed specialized accreditation for 5 years. 
 
 



Students of academic program 5В050600-Economics have the right to choose their 
individual trajectory, according to the following specialization: 

 World 

economy; 

 Macroeconomics.

All academic programs of the faculty annually participate in the rating among the 
universities of the republic of Kazakhstan, conducted by the Independent Agency of 
accreditation and rating. 

 
 

TECHNICAL FACULTY 
 

Address: Aktobe, Brothers Zhubanovs’ street, 263 

The faculty trains students on 9 bachelor degree academic programs: 

Bachelor degree: 

 5В070700-Mining industry;

 5В070800-Oil and gas 

industry;5В070900-Metallurgy;

 5В071300- Transport, transport equipment and 

technologies; 5В072000- Chemical technology of inorganic 

substances;

 5В072100- Chemical technology of organic 

substances; 5В072900- Construction;

 5В090100- Organization of transportations, movements and transport operation.



According to the results of the audit of non-profit external expert commission "Independent 

Agency of accreditation and rating", held in 2015, such academic programs as 5В070900-

Metallurgy, 5В072000- Chemical technology of inorganic substances, 5В072100- Chemical 
technology of organic substances, and in 2016 such academic programs as 5В070700-Mining 









industry, 5В070800-Oil and gas industry, 5В071300- Transport, transport equipment and 

technologies, 5В072900- Construction successfully passed specialized accreditation for 5 years. 

Students of academic program 5В070800-Oil and gas industry have the right to choose 
their individual trajectory, according to the following specialization: 

 Drilling of oil and gas wells;

 Development and operation of oil and gas deposits. 
On academic program 5В072900- Construction:

Technology of industrial and civil 

construction;Construction of roads and 

airfields;

Construction of oil and gas pipelines and gas storage facilities.

All academic programs of the faculty annually participate in the rating among the universities of 
the republic of Kazakhstan, conducted by the Independent Agency of accreditation and rating. 

 5В070700- Mining industry - IV place (2017);

 5В070800- Oil and gas industry - V place 

(2017); 5В070900- Metallurgy - ІІІ place (2017);
 5В072000- Chemical technology of inorganic substances - V place (2017).




FACULTY OF NATURAL SCIENCES 

Address: Aktobe, A.Moldagulova avenue,34 

The faculty trains students on 5 bachelor degree and 3 master degree academic programs: 

Bachelor degree: 

 5В011200-

Chemistry;

 5В011300-Biology;

 5В060600-

Chemistry;

 5В060700-Biology;

 5В060800-Ecology

 Master degree: 6М011300- Biology, 6М060700- Biology, 6М060800- 

Ecology.According to the results of the audit of non-profit external expert 

commission 

"Independent Agency of accreditation and rating", held in 2016, such academic programs as 

5В060700-Biology, 5В060800-Ecology successfully passed specialized accreditation for 5 years.
Faculty realizes the program of multilingual education for students of academic programs 

5В011200- Chemistry and 5В011300- Biology. 
All academic programs of the faculty annually participate in the rating among the universities of 

the republic of Kazakhstan, conducted by the Independent Agency of accreditation and rating. 
 5В011300- Biology - III place (2017).




FACULTY OF FOREIGN LANGUAGES 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Address: Aktobe, Grishin street 7А 
The faculty trains students on 3 bachelor degree academic programs: 

Bachelor degree: 

 5В011900-Foreign language: two foreign 

languages; 5В020700-Interpreting and Translation;

 5В021000-Foreign philology.







All academic programs of the faculty annually participate in the rating among the universities of 

the republic of Kazakhstan, conducted by the Independent Agency of accreditation and rating. 
 5В021000- Foreign philology - V place (2017);




PHYSICS AND MATHEMATICS FACULTY 

Address: Aktobe, Brothers Zhubanovs’ street, 263 

The faculty trains students on 9 bachelor degree and 6 master degree and 1 doctorate 

academic programs: 
Bachelor degree: 

 5В010900-

Mathematics; 5В011000-

Physics

 5В011100- 

Informatics;  5В060100- 

Mathematics; 5В060200- 

Informatics;  5В060400- 

Physics

 5В070300- Information systems;

 5В070400-Computer science and software;

 5В070500- Mathematical and computer modeling.
Master degree: 6М010900- Mathematics, 6М011000- Physics, 6М060100- 

Physics,6М060200- Informatics, 6М060400- Physics, 6М070300- Information systems. 

Doctorate: 6D060100- Mathematics. 

According to the results of the audit of non-profit external expert commission 

"Independent Agency of accreditation and rating", held in 2013, such academic programs as 

5В010900-Mathematics, 5В011000-Physics, 5В011100- Informatics, and in 2015 such academic 

programs as 5В060100- Mathematics, 5В060400- Physics successfully passed specialized 

accreditation for 5 years. 

Faculty realizes the program of multilingual education in English for students of academic 

programs 5В010900-Mathematics, 5В011000-Physics5В011100- Informatics.
All academic programs of the faculty annually participate in the rating among the 

universities of the republic of Kazakhstan, conducted by the Independent Agency of accreditation 
and rating. 

 5В011000- Physics - I place (2017);

 5В060200- Informatics - IV place 

(2016); 5В060400- Physics - IV place 

(2016);



2. ACADEMIC CALENDAR 

of Aktobe K.Zhubanov regional state university for 
2017-2018 academic year 

 

Enrolment of students in the university August, 28 

Record for module choice, fulfilling of IAP August, 29 

Constitution Day August, 30 

AUTUMN SEMESTER 

Knowledge Day September, 2 

The beginning of first semester September, 4 

Midterm control of 1st year students’ knowledge 

(Rating – 1) 
October, 16-21 

Day of first President of RK December, 1 

End-of-term control of 1st year students’ knowledge 

(Rating - 2) 
December, 11-16 

Independence Day of RK December, 16-17 
 

Winter examination session of 1st year students 

December, 8 – 

January, 6 

New year January, 1-2 

Jesus Christ January, 7 

Winter holidays January, 8-27 

SPRING SEMESTER 

The beginning of second semester of 1st year students January, 28, 2018. 

International Women’s Day March, 8 

Recording and registration of students on the subjects of choice March, 12 – April, 7 

Completion and approval of IAP April, 9 – April, 21 

Midterm control of 1st year students’ knowledge (Rating - 3) March, 12-17 

Holiday “Nauryz” March, 21-23 

End-of-term control of 1st year students’ knowledge (Rating - 4) May, 7-12 

The day of unity of people of Kazakhstan May, 1 

Motherland defender’s Day May, 7 

Victory Day May, 9 

Summer examination session of 1st year students May, 14- June, 2 
 

SUMMER SEMESTER June, 4 – June, 21, 
2018. 

Note: on some academic programs, according to the academic curriculum, training practice will 
be held. 

 

3. BASIC CONCEPTS AND DEFINITIONS IN THE CREDIT TECHNOLOGY OF 

EDUCATION 

1. For international recognition of national educational curricula, ensuring academic 
mobility of students and teachers of educational institutions, as well as improving the quality of 
education and ensuring the continuity of all levels of education in educational institutions a 
single credit technology training is implemented. 

2. At credit technology of training accounting of labor intensity of educational work is 

measured in credits. 

Credit technology of education is accumulative, which means the increasing accounting of 

previously mastered credits at all levels of education. 





 

4. The organization of academic process using the credit system creates opportunities: 
1) harmonization of knowledge; 
2) the creation of conditions for maximum individualization of learning; 
3) strengthening the role and effectiveness of self-independent study of students. 

 

 
 
 



5. The following concepts and definitions are used in credit technology: 
 Academic Calendar - calendar of carrying out training and control events, professional 

practices during the academic year with the indication of days of rest (vacation and holidays);

 Academic Term - the period of theoretical training chosen by the higher education 
institution in one of three forms: semester, trimester, quarter;

 Academic mobility is provided by a program that provides for the transfer of 

students for a certain academic period (semester or academic year) to another higher 

educational institution (domestically or abroad) to continue their studies, with mandatory re-

crediting of credits in their institution of higher education programs they have mastered; 

 Academic hour - time of contact work of the student with the teacher on a schedule 

in all types of training sessions (classroom work) or on a separately approved schedule; 

 Academic rating of the student (Rating) - a quantitative indicator of the level of 

mastering the student curriculum of disciplines, compiled on the basis of the results of 

intermediate certification; 

 Bachelor's program is a professional higher education curriculum aimed at training 

specialists with an academic degree of "Bachelor" in the relevant specialty with a standard 

term of study of at least 4 years and compulsory mastering of at least 129 credits of 

theoretical training and at least 6 credits of professional practice; 

 Intermediate attestation of students - the procedure conducted during the 

examination session with the purpose of assessing the quality of learning by the students of 

the content of a part or the entire volume of the academic discipline after completing its 

study; 

 Independent work of the student (IWS) - work on a specific list of topics allocated 

for independent study, provided with educational and methodical literature and 

recommendations, controlled in the form of tests, tests, colloquia, abstracts, essays and 

reports; depending on the category of students it is divided into the independent work of the 

student (IWS), the independent work of the undergraduate student (IWS) and the 

independent work of the doctoral student (IWD); the entire volume of the IWS is confirmed 

by tasks that require the student daily self-employment; 

 Student's academic achievements - the student's knowledge, abilities and skills, 

acquired by him in the process of training and reflecting the achieved academic level of his 

professional competence; 

 Control of educational achievements of students - checking the level of knowledge 

of students with different forms of control (current, boundary and final) and attestation, 

determined independently by a higher educational institution; 

 Ongoing monitoring of students' progress - systematic testing of knowledge of 

students in accordance with the curriculum, conducted by the teacher in classroom and 

extracurricular activities during the academic period; 

 Boundary control - monitoring of educational achievements of students upon 

completion of a section (module) of one academic discipline; 

 Final control - monitoring the educational achievements of students in order to 

assess the quality of their mastery of the curriculum, conducted during the intermediate 

certification in the form of an examination, if the discipline is studied for several academic 

periods, the final control can be carried out on the part of the discipline studied in this 

academic period ; 



 Individual curriculum (Curriculum) - curriculum, formed for each academic year, 

trained independently with the help of an adviser on the basis of a typical curriculum and 

catalog of elective disciplines; 

 Credit (Credit, Credit-hour) - a unified unit for measuring the amount of academic 

work of the student and teacher; 

 Credit technology of education - training based on the choice and self-planning of 

students for the sequence of studying disciplines with the use of credit as a unified unit for 

measuring the amount of academic work of the student and teacher; 

 Module - autonomous, completed from the point of view of learning outcomes, the 

structural element of the educational program, which has clearly formulated knowledge, 

skills, competencies and competencies that the trainees acquire, adequate evaluation criteria; 

 A modular educational program - a training program that includes a set of training 

modules aimed at mastering the key competencies required for a certain academic degree 

and / or qualification; 

 Modular training - a way of organizing the educational process on the basis of a 

modular construction of the educational program, curriculum and academic disciplines; 

 Enrollment to the academic discipline (Enrollment) - the procedure for pre-

recording students for academic disciplines; 

 Average score of achievement (GradePointAverage - GPA) - a weighted average 

of the level of educational achievements of the student for one academic year for the 

selected program (the ratio of the sum of the credits' products to the digital equivalent of the 

scores of the intermediate qualification in the disciplines to the total number of credits for 

the current period of study); 

 Working curriculum - a document developed by educational organizations 

independently on the basis of a typical curriculum of the specialty and individual curricula 

of students; 

 Transcript - a document containing a list of completed disciplines for the relevant 

period of study, indicating credits and estimates in alphabetic and numeric terms; 

 Tutor - a teacher who acts as an academic adviser to a student in the development of 

a specific discipline; 

 A standard curriculum - a document regulating the list and scope of educational 

disciplines of the vocational education curriculum, the order of their study and forms of 

control; 

 Advisor - a teacher who performs the functions of an academic mentor trained in the 

relevant specialty, assisting in the choice of the trajectory of training (the formation of an 

individual curriculum) and the development of the educational program during the period of 

study; 

 Elective disciplines (Elektives) - the academic disciplines that are part of the elective 

component within the established credits and introduced by the education organizations, 

reflecting the individual training of the trainee, taking into account the specifics of socio-

economic development and the needs of a specific region, the established scientific schools 

of the higher educational institution; 

 Catalog of elective disciplines - a list of disciplines, from which the student 

independently chooses the discipline for studying and produces the corresponding entry in 

the individual curriculum; 

 Average score of achievement (GradePointAverage - GPA) - a weighted average of 

the level of educational achievements of the student for one academic year for the selected 

program (the ratio of the sum of the credits' products to the digital equivalent of the scores 

of the intermediate qualification in the disciplines to the total number of credits for the 

current period of study), or the passing score , which is established in order to transfer the 

student from the course to the course. 



 Two-diploma education - the possibility of parallel training in two curricula (educational 
programs) in order to obtain two equivalent diplomas (DoubleMajor) or one core and second 
additional diplomas (Major-Mihor).





4. ORGANIZATION OF THE TRAINING PROCESS ON CREDIT TECHNOLOGY OF 

TRAINING 
 

1. The educational process in the university is organized in accordance with the academic 

calendar, approved by the rector of the university. The academic year starts on the 4th of 

September. 

2. Educational programs for the first year are designed on the basis of a modular system of 

studying disciplines. 

3. Modules combine classes of different forms (lectures, seminars, self-study, etc.) and include 

the results of the training that must be achieved and demonstrated by the students. 

4. To obtain a bachelor's degree, a student must recruit at least 129 credits for the entire period 

of study. 1 credit is equal to 45 hours of study work, including 15 hours of classroom 

classes, 30 independent work of the student, which is divided into the independent work of 

the student under the supervision of the teacher (SRSP) and the part that is performed by the 

student independently (CDS). 

5. Each academic teaching, practical (seminar) and studio sessions are accompanied by 2 hours 

of CDS. 

6. The academic hour is equal to 1 contact hour (50 minutes) of lecture, practical (seminar) 

classes or 1.5 contact hours (75 minutes) of studio sessions, or 2 contact hours (100 

minutes) of laboratory exercises and physical education classes. 

7. The academic volume of one academic semester is 15 weeks. 

8. The trajectory of learning and the list of disciplines are reflected in the individual student's 

curriculum, which is approved for second, third and final year students in the second 

semester of the academic year, for first-year students - until September 10. 

9. Methodological support of the educational process is carried out by all the departments 

engaged in the training of specialists with the leading role of the graduating department, 

which provide the students with an educational and methodical complex of disciplines, 

which includes: 

- materials for classroom work on each discipline of the curriculum, incl. lectures, plans, 

seminars, etc. 

- materials for independent work of students, including self-monitoring materials for each 

discipline, training tests, control tasks, exam questions for each discipline; 

- materials for practical training, incl. plans and programs of practices for all types, forms of 

reporting documentation. 

The educational process using credit training technology is organized in the following 

forms: lecture, lecture, practical, seminar, laboratory, studio classes, independent work of the 

student under the guidance of the teacher (SRSP), independent work of the student after training 

sessions. 



5. PROCEDURE OF RECORDING ON TRAINING DISCIPLINES 
 

During the registration for the academic disciplines under the guidance of an adviser 

(academic mentor), an individual curriculum (FTI) of the student is formed on the basis of a 

standard curriculum (TUP) and a catalog of elective disciplines (QED). The individual curriculum 

(FTI) of the trainee contains a list of the academic disciplines of the obligatory component and the 

elective component (elective disciplines). IUP student is approved by the dean of the faculty (or 

head of the department of postgraduate education) in three copies: one - stored in the dean's office 

(or department) and serves as a basis for monitoring the implementation and mastering of the 

vocational training program for the trainees, the second one is transferred to the Registrar's office 

for the organization of intermediate certification, the third is given to the student. 

Terms of registration for the academic disciplines 

Trainees of 1 - 3 courses make their FTI for the next academic year in the established 

form with the help of an adviser in accordance with the established schedule. The completed FTI is 

signed by the trainees and submitted to the Registrar's Office after approval by the dean of the 

faculty. 

Adviser organizes the process of recording students for academic disciplines according to 

the schedule established at the university. 

Confirmation of the student's consent to register for the discipline or re-registration in 

connection with the changes and additions in the FTI is possible within 10 days after the beginning 

of the academic year. Specific dates are indicated in the academic calendar. 

In this case, the student submits a written application to the Office of the Registrar 

indicating changes in the established form. 

If before April 22, less than the minimum number of students is registered for the declared 

discipline, the discipline is not included in the curriculum of the specialty. The registrar's office and 

the adviser in writing inform the students about it. Students and undergraduates who enrolled in this 

discipline must submit an application for changes in the FTI by May 10. 

If the student, transferred to the next course, did not pass the FTI to the dean's office within 

the set time, then the RUP of this course is taken as the basis of his training. 

Students enrolled for the first year are registered for academic disciplines from the 29th of August. 
 
 

6. ORGANIZATION AND MONITORING OF KNOWLEDGE OF STUDENTS 
 

The system of monitoring the educational achievements of students in the university 

includes: the current monitoring of academic performance (the results of current academic 

performance and boundary control), intermediate certification of students (examination) and final 

certification (state examination, defense of the thesis / project, thesis). 

The current control is carried out by the teacher in the course of practical, seminar, 

laboratory sessions and classes of the IWGT (independent work under the guidance of the teacher) 

in the following forms: oral and combined interview, written control, presentation and defense of 

homework, discussion, trainings, business games, round tables, tests etc. 

Midterm control is carried out in accordance with the approved Academic calendar at the 

7th (or 8th) and 15th weeks of the academic semester. Forms of conducting the boundary control: 

written, control works, testing, protection of term papers, performance of abstracts, colloquium, 

presentation at the conference, etc. 

After the calculation of the academic discipline of the average current assessment for the 

semester and the average assessment of the 2 midterm controls (at the 7th and 15th weeks), the 

estimate of the access rating is calculated. The share of the rating of the access rating is 60% of the 

final assessment of knowledge in the discipline. 

The course, settlement and other types of work provided for in the curriculum must be 

protected before the exam session begins and serve as an admission to the exam in this discipline. 

Estimates for these types of work must be taken into account when calculating the access rating 

(that is, when rating control is performed) by discipline. 



The final control of knowledge in the form of an examination is conducted in oral, written 

test forms during the intermediate certification (winter and summer examination sessions) 

according to the schedule in accordance with the academic calendar 2 times in the academic year. 

Upon completion of the module study, the final audit is conducted in the form of a 

comprehensive module exam, or for each component - the academic discipline - an independent 

exam. 

In the case of a comprehensive examination, questions on the main component are included 

in the final control program, while for other components the form of the final control is an abstract, 

or an essay, or a course work (project). 

With a comprehensive exam, an assessment is made both on the module as a whole and on 

each of its components - the academic discipline separately. 

The level of educational achievements of students for each discipline is determined by the 

final evaluation, formed from the assessment of the access rating, the examination score, the sum of 

which forms the evaluation of the final control. The share of the evaluation of the final control 

(examination) is 40% of the final assessment of knowledge in the discipline. When the assessment 

is "unsatisfactory" for students who are trained in the final control (examination), the final 

examination score for the discipline is not counted. 

The final grade for the discipline in percentages is determined as follows: 
 

И % Т 1+....+ Тn Р1+Р2 

=  + х 0,6+Э х 0,4 

n                          2 

when: Т1,- assessment of the first monitoring; 
 

n - number of tasks; 

Р1,- evaluation of the first rating; 

Р2,- evaluation of the second rating; 

Э – examination score. 
The reassessment of a positive evaluation of the final control with a view to raising it during 

the same period of intermediate certification (examination session) is not allowed. 
Educational achievements of students in all types of study assignments are assessed on the 

rating-rating letter system of knowledge assessment. 
 

The alphabetical system for assessing the learning achievements of students 
 

Score by 

alphabetic 

System 

Digital 

equivalent 

points 

% 

content 

Score by 

traditional 

system 

А 4,0 95-100 Excellent 

А- 3,67 90-94 

В+ 3,33 85-89 Good 

В 3,0 80-84  

В- 2,67 75-79 

С+ 2,33 70-74 Satisfactorily 

С 2,0 65-69 

С- 1,67 60-64 

D+ 1,33 55-59 

D 1,0 50-54 

F 0 0-49 Unsatisfactory 



Based on the results of the academic year, taking into account the results of the summer 

semester, an average GPA score is calculated as a weighted average of the student's learning 

achievements. 
 

The GPA of the student for the period of training is defined as the weighted average of the 

student's achievement level for the entire previous period of training according to the formula: 
 
 

GPA = Иц1хК1+ Иц2 хК 2+...+ИцnхКn 
К1+ К 2+...+ Кn 

 
 

when: Иц1, Иц2, …Ицn - Final evaluations for disciplines in a digital equivalent; 
К1, К2, …Кn – the volume of studied disciplines in loans; 
n – the number of subjects studied for the entire period of study. 

To transfer from the course to the course the university independently in the context of the 
courses establishes a transfer point - the value of the minimum average grade of achievement 

that allows the transfer of the student to the next course. 
The students who receive the transfer point are transferred to the next course by the order of 

the head of the university. 
A student who does not receive a minimum transfer point remains on a repeat course. 
The trainee who completed the program of the course in full, but who did not score the 

minimum transfer point, in order to increase the GPA, is given the opportunity in the summer 
semester to re-examine individual disciplines on a fee basis (with the exception of the discipline 

"History of Kazakhstan" state examination) and pass exams on them again. 
With a positive result of re-passing the exam, the final score is recounted, which is recorded 

in the examination sheet, record book and transcript. 
When calculating the average scores, the latest grades in the academic discipline are taken 

into account. 
In the transcript all final grades of the trainee are recorded, including the positive results of 

the re-examination. 
The trainee left for a re-training course can be trained according to the previously accepted 

individual curriculum or form a new individual curriculum. 
Trainees who have been transferred from other institutions of higher education (or 

specialties) and restored, if there are differences in the curricula, study the relevant disciplines 

on a fee-for-service basis during the academic period or the summer semester, and eliminate this 
difference. 

Trained on the state educational order, left for a second training course, is deprived of a 
state educational grant for a further period of study. 

Trainees who fully fulfill all the requirements of the curriculum and curricula are allowed to 

the final state certification. 
The final certification of students is a procedure conducted to determine the degree of 

mastering the state compulsory standard of the corresponding level of education. The final 
certification is conducted in the form of passing the state examination in the specialty as a whole 
or on certain profiling disciplines and defending the thesis work (the project), the master's thesis. 
Based on the results of the final certification, the student is awarded a corresponding academic 

bachelor's degree, an academic master's degree and a diploma. 
Trained on the bachelor's or higher professional education program, who passed the exams 

and differentiated tests with grades "A", "A-", "B +", "B", "B-" and having an average GPA for 

the entire period of study not less than 3.5, and also passed all the state examinations and 
defended the thesis work (draft) with the grades "A", "A-", is awarded a diploma with honors in 

the event of the absence of repeated examinations during the entire period of training (without 
taking into account the assessment of military training). 



7. APPEAL 

The student is given the right to appeal ratings of the access rating and final control 

(examination). 
The trainee, who does not agree with the results of the final or final control, submits an 

appeal not later than the next working day after the certification. 
The results of the appeal are drawn up by the protocol and on the basis of its decision, an 

individual examination sheet (including an appeal) that is attached to the main examination 

sheet is drawn up. 
 
 

8. SUMMER SEMESTER 
 

In Aktobe Regional State University named after K. Zhubanov, the summer semester is 
organized on a paid basis at the request of the student who voluntarily volunteered to use the 
academic opportunities created in the summer at the university. 

The summer semester is introduced with the aim: 
• meet the needs of accelerated or additional training; 

• eliminating the difference in the curriculum for translations, restoration, return from 
academic leave; 

• elimination of academic debts. 

The length of the summer semester is determined by the Academic calendar. Recording on 
the disciplines of the summer semester is conducted by the Registrar office on April 25th. The 

summer semester schedule is compiled in May (not later than June 1). 

The office of the registrar together with the departments and deanships determines the list of 
disciplines that are read in the summer semester. 

To register for the summer semester, students and undergraduates are allowed to pay tuition 

according to the established tariffs. 
Terms of payment for the summer semester from May 3 to May 30 of the current academic 

year.. In case of non-payment for training the names of applicants will be deleted from the list of 

participants. 
Control of knowledge in the summer semester is carried out by the teacher conducting 

classes, in accordance with the rating-rating system (BRS), evaluating the learning achievements 
of students. The results of academic certification for the disciplines of the curriculum of 

specialties mastered by students during the summer semester are taken into account when 
calculating their GPA of the current academic year. 

 
 

9. ACADEMIC MOBILITY OF STUDENTS AT UNIVERSITY 
 

Academic mobility is understood as the movement of students or research teachers to study 

or conduct research for a specific academic period: a semester or academic year at another higher 

educational institution (domestically), with mandatory retraining of educational curricula in the 

form of loans in their higher education institution or for continuation of study in another higher 

educational institution. 

There are external (international) and internal (national) academic mobility. Under external 

(international) academic mobility is understood the training of students, undergraduates, doctoral 

students in foreign universities, as well as the work of teachers and staff in foreign educational or 

scientific institutions 

Under internal (national) academic mobility is understood the training of students, 

undergraduates, doctoral students, as well as the work of teachers and researchers in leading 

Kazakhstan universities and scientific centers. 

The objectives of national (internal) and external academic mobility: 

- improving the quality of education and the effectiveness of scientific research; 

- establishment of internal integration links and use of Kazakhstan educational resources; 



- ensuring the competitiveness of students in the domestic labor market; 

- strengthening the prestige of the university in the domestic labor market; 

- development of direct inter-university cooperation in the educational and research fields, to 

intensify the formation of joint educational and research programs; 

- introduction of a system for informing students, teachers and university staff about the tasks, 

opportunities and problems associated with academic mobility; 

- improving the quality of education, improving the effectiveness of scientific and pedagogical 

work, establishing external integration links; 

- integration into the international educational space, use of world educational resources; 

The main criteria for competitive selection are: the completion of one academic period in 

their institution of higher education, academic achievement in "A", "A-", "B +", "B", "B-", in case 

of leaving for a foreign university - language (if possible, the certificate of passing the test in a 

foreign language). 

On academic mobility, contact 211 offices. 
 
 

10. RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS OF THE STUDENT 
 

1. The student is obliged to strictly observe the Rules of Internal Regulations, the Charter of 

Aktobe Regional State University named after K. Zhubanov, the academic discipline. 

2. In accordance with the credit technology of education, the student is obliged to fill out and 

hand over an individual curriculum in the terms established by the Registrar's Department. 

3. University students are required to attend all classes provided for in the individual 

curriculum in accordance with the schedule of classroom activities. In special cases, upon 

agreement with the administration of the university, a student may be allowed an individual 

schedule for attending classes. 

4. In case of unwillingness to continue his studies, the student has the right to be expelled from 

the university at his own request. 

5. The administration of the university has the right to apply disciplinary measures up to 

before the deduction for violation of the Internal Regulations, the Charter of the University. 

The transfer is made by the order of the rector of the university. 

6. According to credit technology, students who have academic debts are entitled to re-study 

the disciplines on a fee basis. 

7. A student who is expelled from a university can be reinstated in any specialty and form of 

training if the first academic period has been successfully completed, irrespective of the terms of 

the deduction. 

8. Students have the right to transfer from one university to another, from one form of study to 

another, from one specialty to another, with the difference in working curricula, as well as the right 

to transfer from a paid office to the vacant seat of the state educational grant in the period of 

summer and winter vacation. 

9. A student studying on a paid basis has the right to transfer to a vacant place of an 

educational grant on a competitive basis, with grades only "good" and "excellent" in all disciplines 

of the curriculum. The rules of translation are available at the dean's office. 

10. The student has the right to participate in the discussion and resolution of issues related to 

the activities of the higher educational institution through public organizations and management 

bodies of the university. 

11. A student has the right to take part in all types of scientific research, conferences, 

competitions, submit to the publication their work in the editions of the university, to use the 

information resources of the library. 

12. The student has the right to receive academic leave in the manner established by the central 

executive body in the field of education. 

13. Suggestions and requests of students are initially considered by the dean of the faculty. 

Deans of faculties conduct personal reception of students on academic and personal issues after 

training in the days allocated for the faculty. 



14. If the solution of the issue goes beyond the scope of the dean's office, the next instance is 

the pro-rector's corps of the university. 

15. The final decision in disputed situations is taken by the university rector. A preliminary 

appointment with the rector is made. 
 
 
 

11. ETHICS OF THE STUDENT 
 

In any collective of people, united by the nature of educational and professional activities, 

there are rules, ethical norms of behavior, characterizing the moral shape, the level of development 

of human culture, its social status. In higher educational institutions, the spirit of academicism 

reigns, which is created by the atmosphere of the students' academic and research work and the 

professional activities of the faculty. 
 

1. While in the academic buildings, students should show mutual courtesy, as well as respect 

for teachers, staff of the school and seeking help from people who are not familiar with the location 

of the academic buildings. 
 

2. At the entrance to the premises during the autumn and winter time, remove headgear and 

take out the outer clothing in the wardrobe. To sit in the classroom in coats and jackets is allowed in 

special cases by special order of the dean's office. 

3. Attend all academic studies. In case of non-attendance, provide evidence supporting 

documents and explanatory notes. 

4. Delay or failure to attend a lesson is considered as a violation of academic rules and affects 

the conditions for obtaining a loan for academic discipline. 

5. During breaks between occupations, do not block passages in corridors, stairways and 

grounds, but pass in recreation, halls, etc. 

6. Do not create noise in the academic buildings during the classes, in the reading rooms of the 

library during the preparation for classes. 

7. Prepare the audience for the beginning of the training session on the schedule for the group's 

watch. 

8. According to ethical standards, when talking with older people, you have to get up. The 

teacher, who entered the classroom, students also welcome by standing up. 

9. A university student in public places, in transport, sets an example of exemplary behavior, 

giving way to older people, disabled people, preschool and younger children school age, suppress 

manifestations of hooliganism, tactless and rude attitude towards people, participate in the 

establishment of public order. 

10. A student of a higher educational institution should avoid vulgar, abusive words in speech, 

constantly improve the speech culture, which is especially important for his future professional 

activity. 

11. University students are the model of a high culture for surrounding people. 



Library of the ARGU. K. Zhubanov is located in five educational buildings. Each school 

building has subscriptions and reading rooms.  
 

12. UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 
 

The library is the main structural subdivision of the university, providing information 

support not only for educational, but also for the scientific activity of the university. Aktobe 

Regional State University Library. K.Zhubanova is the information center of the university, an 

integral part of the unified university system and an important part of the educational process. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Thanks to the constant care of the university's management, the library is constantly updated 

with new publications. Every year more than 30 thousand copies are sent to the library fund. 

scientific and educational editions on paper and electronic media, as well as 230 titles of magazines 

and newspapers. The library has alphabetical, systematic and electronic catalogs. Since 1999, the 

library has been working under the IRBIS program, which includes bibliographic descriptions of 

books, articles from newspapers and magazines available in the library. Access to the database of 

the electronic catalog of the library is provided on 17 computers. 

The library organizes the maintenance of users on subscription cards, in reading rooms, 

provides readers with free basic library services, conducts a set of information activities to promptly 

inform users about the available literature, including new revenue. It prepares scientific and 

educational activities, electronic catalog, indexes, lists, provides reference and information work. 

Conducts classes on the basics of library and bibliographic knowledge. The library search 

and reference library contains both traditional (card) and electronic media for multidimensional 

disclosure of funds. 

At your service: 

• Electronic library of the University (EB ARGU); 

• Republican Intercollegiate Electronic Library (RMEB); 

• Kazakhstan National Electronic Library (KazNEB); 

• Kazakhstan Virtual Scientific Library (VNB); 

• Aktyubinsk Branch of the JSC "Republican Scientific and Technical Library"; 

• Access to the DB "Dissertations of the Russian State Library" via the electronic hall 

of the Aktobe branch of JSC "RNTB"; 

• Database of Web of Science; 

• Springer Link database. 

The entry of readers into the library is made upon presentation of the identity card according 

to the lists of enrolling in the university. Readers are given a reader's ticket with a photograph of the 

reader, 3x4 cm in size. 



The library's reader is provided with books in paper and electronic media, periodical press 

publications and other available materials, and also provides comprehensive assistance in the 

selection of literature. 

The library annually reregister readers. At the time of registration, the reader must pass all 

the literature that is listed at the end of the academic year. Readers who have not renewed library 

tickets are not serviced. 

Come to the library for reference and information services. Use the electronic catalog! We 

look forward to your careful attitude to books and magazines. 
 
 

13. STUDENTS BEHAVIOR RULES IN DORMITORY 
 

The university has 2 buildings. 

In the dormitory number 1 (address: 78, 78, Maresyeva St., Aktobe, phone: (7132 544271), 

designed for 620 student places, there are: recreation room, reading room, shower room, laundry, 

etc. In the reading room there is library and 20 laptops, and also have access to a Wi-Fi 

network.The relaxation room is connected to OTAU TV satellite TV, all of which are located on 

the ground floor. 

In the dormitory number 2 (address: Aktobe, ul.Br. Zhubanovs, 280, telephone: 7132 

560528),designed for 485 student places, there are: hygiene room, ironing, dryer, recreation room, 

reading room, laundry, assembly hall, internet class etc. All these rooms are located on the first 

floor. 

At the moment at the stage of completion of a new dormitory, designed for 600 places. 

Student dormitory within four years becomes a permanent home, and students living in it 

are members of the same family. This house becomes a place where active creative rest and tense 

independent work continue with the purpose of preparation for classroom studies and self-

education. For the overwhelming majority of students, for the first time, a multifaceted, diverse in 

their manifestations and problems, a joint life with comrades in a general educational institution 

begins. 

Life in the dormitory is significantly different from the atmosphere in the academic 

building. It is here that the moral qualities of the educated person are manifested: honesty and 

truthfulness, simplicity and modesty, politeness and tact, etc. In the dormitory are opened wide 

opportunities for the manifestation of humanity, attention and respect for the human person. Despite 

the fact that the behavior of a student living in a dormitory coincides with the rules of behavior in 

the academic building, there are some specific features and characteristics. 
 

1. Everyone living in the dormitory must strictly observe the internal schedule, the decisions of 

the student council and other leading services in full and conscientiously fulfill their duties 

in all types of duty on the dormitory. 
 

2. In the dormitory, optimal conditions should be created for the fruitful work and cultural rest 

of the students living. During hours of independent work, it is forbidden to interfere with 

students engaged in extraneous conversations, music, noisy behavior. 
 
 

1. Z. Different issues of living together in a room should be solved by the students calmly, in a 

polite manner, conceded to each other, and impudence in behavior, loud conversation, etc. 

are a violation of elementary rules of good taste. 
 

3. In relations with neighbors in the dormitory, students need to be polite, help them with word 

and deed, build relationships based on mutual assistance. 
 

4. Students are required to respect the work of the dormitory administration and their 

comrades. Useful work is always respected by society as the greatest achievement of human 



culture: it is the duty of every student to respect deeply the work of those who create and 

provide comfort and coziness in dormitorys, maintain order, and promote the activities of 

student self-government bodies. 
 

5. Students living in the dormitory must keep their room and public facilities clean and in 

proper sanitary and hygienic condition. Absolutely not allowed the appearance in a 

dormitory in a state of intoxication: drinking of alcohol in the dormitory is strictly 

prohibited. 
 

6. Students must constantly and actively take care of the improvement and aesthetic design of 

all premises, the preservation of furniture and household equipment, to prevent damage to 

property, to observe the measure and aesthetic taste in design of rooms. . 
 

The rules of living in a dormitory can be supplemented and refined by the bodies of student 

dormitory self-government. 
 
 

14. MEDICAL SERVICES 

Aktobe regional state university named after K.Zhubanov has a polyclinic (address: Aktobe, 

ul.Br.Zhubanovs, 280, telephone: 24-36-75, 84-95-59), which works in the following directions: 
 

 admission of sick students; 

 conducting annual preventive examinations; 

 dispensary observation; 

 preventive vaccinations, etc. 

In each educational building of the ARGU. K. Zhubanov is a clinic. 
 
 
 
 
 

15. CONDITIONS FOR SPORTS 
 

The university pays much attention to sports activities. The university has sports buildings 
intended for conducting training sessions in which there are football halls, wrestling halls, table 
tennis, choreography halls, shooting gallery, athletic halls, offices for intellectual sports. In the 
territories there are sports facilities: a tennis court, a football field. The university also has a 
swimming pool, the area of which is 1700sq.m., Intended for swimming lessons and water polo. 
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